PRAYER FOCUS JANUARY 2022
At The Neighbourhood Church we believe God has called us to participate with Him in what He is
doing in the Edmonds Neighbourhood, and a big part of that is the Imagine Edmonds
Development Project. This next month is vital to the overall plan. We have already seen God
move and work in this project in so many ways, and yet we need to constantly keep it before us in
prayer. When Nehemiah contemplated rebuilding Jerusalem’s walls, he prayed for success, for he
had a deep conviction that this is what God wanted (Nehemiah 1:11) When neighbouring tribes
conspired to fight against him and the builders of the wall, Nehemiah and the workers prayed to
God, and set a guard as a protection against them day and night (Nehemiah 4:7-9). We believe
God has His hand on this Imagine Edmonds project and we are seeking to keep in step with Him.
Undoubtedly we will face challenges and obstacles, and there will be spiritual attacks along the
way, since anything that seeks to bring glory to the Lord will face opposition from the enemy.
We realize that for some, it is not the primary neighbourhood to which God has sent you, but we
are nonetheless one Church and so when one congregation has great need, we are ALL involved
in some way, shape and form. Neither are the majority of us involved in the day to day discussions
with developers and builders etc, but one thing we can do is we can all pray. When we pray,
God moves!
There are a number of key issues that we not only need to work on, but more importantly to pray
for, discerning where God wants to lead us, paying attention to what He wants done, so that we
may partner with what He is doing and not just asking for His blessing on our own ideas. We
believe that our number one task in the 31 days ahead, is to lean into a time of prayer and fasting
so as to keep in step with what God wants us to do. We need all heads bowed and people on
their knees as we cry out to God for this place and this project. We believe He is leading us on
this journey so that we will learn to dig deeper into prayer and also to have total dependence
upon him.
We must NOT let our guard down, we must NOT coast, we must NOT assume that because the
ball is rolling, it will just continue to do so on its own. No!! God is inviting us, …yes all of us at
The Neighbourhood Church, (for we are all equally important) to be a part of this every step of
the way. Seriously, how exciting is THAT!!!
There are a number of very specific and detailed prayer requests listed below. You may not get
through them in your 20 mins. Do not just rush through them. If you only spend time in a few, but
pray with intentionality and seeking the Lord as to what He might be saying, that is way better. Or
sign up for another time slot :)

“ The Lord your God who goes before you will Himself fight on your
behalf. ”
Deuteronomy 1:30

A. THANKSGIVING (5 mins)
We must never forget to show gratitude to God for what He has already done as we move
forward. Spend a few moments giving Him thanks for some of these things:
* The CBWC who had the wisdom to sell the building to a local church plant
* The timing of the Lord for the purchase of Arcola and the project overall
* The wonderful relationship with a great developer - Gracorp
* Two wonderful and experienced consultants who love Jesus, us and kingdom work
* A gift of finances from UGM and of Jonathan Bird to help us move forward
* Donations of close to $70k already to help with seed money
* Lower bills than expected
* Two of the top lawyers in the city to help on the project
* Connections with many others who have guided the process to date
* A wonderful vision for neighbourhood transformation
* Other organizations who are excited to partner with us
* Financial gifts from the neighbourhood and other churches affirming our direction
* And much more…

B. MAJOR PRAYER REQUESTS (10 mins)
1. 7291 Kingsway Property - The issue for us on this property that is leased by the Royal Bank,
is that we were misled as to when the lease is actually over and we can demolish the building.
We were told the lease ended in February 2022, but now discover it was extended until
February 2027. This would either shift the project to a 2 phase project or delay construction
until 2027. What is God saying? Pray for …
* God to help the Royal Bank find a new site and move earlier
* God to create a miracle and have the Royal Bank have a change of heart
* God to work in the negotiations with the seller to give a price reduction for their
dishonesty which is costing us (Gracorp and SSCD and The Neighbourhood Church) at
least $2 million.
* God to show that He allowed this for a different purpose and it is better for us.
2. Raising Money - To date, we have raised almost $70,000. We are not quite half-way to our
goal of $150,000. God is good. But some other things have happened. It is likely that we have
been able to save a little bit of money from first projections and may not need all of the
$150,000. So that is good news, but at the same time we are extending the closing date on
7244 Arcola by 6 months and will then need another $180,000 for the penalty. That sounds
tough, but it is as cheap if not cheaper than the interest we would pay on the loan to close

now. It was done intentionally. The extra $180,000 can be added to the overall cost of the
land, or we can raise this extra as well and be able to apply it to the equity we will have in the
project. Pray for …
* Raising another $50k plus for the initial start-up costs (inside and outside TNC)
* Raising $180k to be put toward the costs of purchasing the Arcola Property
* Generosity of some towards donating to equity in the project
3. Finding Investors - In order to actually close on the 7244 Arcola property, and realize the
potential upside to the church and neighbourhood, we need to raise approximately $4m. This
will come from people who will invest in the vision that God has given. There will be a slight
return on the investment financially, but we are looking for people who will join us for
kingdom purposes. Pray for …
* The finalization of the fundraising brochure and presentation
* A list of 10 names to approach and more connections ongoing as needed.
* Holy Spirit guidance and favour with those approached
* Fulfillment of the $4m goal in the next 6 months
* Legal documents to provide security to those investing.
4. Finalized Contract - We have a Memorandum of Understanding with Gracorp, but now need
to move in the next month to a final contract. This is complicated and time consuming, but we
are optimistic. Pray for …
* A Kingdom vision from both Gracorp and The Neighbourhood Church
* A “vehicle in the contract” to safeguard the church’s equity
* Open and fair conversations and negotiations between the lawyers
* Unity to be built between Gracorp and the church, not hampered.
* Finalization by Feb. 28th, 2022.
5. Application to the City - We are also in the process of getting the application to the City
ready to present. Once this application is presented, Burnaby promises a 24 month or less
time frame until shovel in the ground. However, there is much work to be done to get ready to
apply, and then also many steps in between initial application and digging a hole. Pray for …
* Gracorp to have clarity in how to make the application on our behalf.
* Continued favour with the city as we apply
* Clarity around a one phase or two phase application
6. Spacial Design - We are also working hard to come up with more specific requirements that
we will have in our part of the project around use of space. Therefore we are working hard at
learning how others have made best use of space, from all kinds of different perspectives.
Pray for …

* Creativity for how we might use the space we receive
* A use of space consistent with our faith
* Creative design for multiple users
* God’s vision for how our space might impact the neighbourhood
* A generosity to be able to use the space for people in the neighbourhood

C. Sit quietly and re ect on these verses and ask the Lord what He wants to
say to us through them about the Imagine Edmonds Project. (5 mins)
a. Psalm 27:13
“ I remain confident of this: I will see the Goodness of the Lord in the Land of the Living.”
b. Deuteronomy 31:8
“ The Lord is the One who goes ahead of you. He will be with you. He will not fail you or forsake
you. Do not fear or be dismayed.”
c. Isaiah 45:2
“ I will go before you and make the rough places smooth. I will shatter the doors of bronze and
cut through their iron bars.”
d. Isaiah 43:18-19
“ Forget the former things; do not dwell on the past. See I am doing a new thing!
Now it springs up, do you not perceive it? I am making a way in the wilderness and streams
In the wasteland. ”
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What might God be saying to us as a Church?

